STANDING IN THE LIGHT

Can you feel it it's again in the air
Hell's breaking' loose tonight
It don't matter where you're comin' from
If you're black or white

And we're rockin', rockin'
Against the time
No other reason to live
Party, party all night long
It ain't hard to see,
We're not

Standin' in the light
Standin' in the light alone
We're not
Standin' in the light
Standin' in the light alone... standin'

Lots of pretty girls
Every man's dream
Some have a look that kills
Tonight's the night, there's no return,
Much higher than I thought I could be

Cause we're rockin', rockin'
Till the morning light
So much we wanna do
We feel the heat, the fire inside
Let it go high on you
'Cuz we're not

Standin' in the light
Standin' in the light alone
We're not
Standin' in the light
Standin' in the light alone ... standin'